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NOW
LIGHT as Aero

If Italian brand Living Divani 
has one defining hallmark,  
it’s the sense of lightness its 
designs exude, as if they could 
float away at any moment.  
The latest additions to its Aero 
storage range by Shibuleru 
continue this aesthetic and 
include the ‘Aero B’ bar cabinet 
(pictured), which has discreet 
sliding shutter doors and super-
slim legs. Approx £4,326 
(livingdivani.it). 
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 TREND ALERT    GLASS ACTS  Bring rich, jewel-like hues into your home with these clear winners

‘Carnival’ pendant, approx £534, 
Design by Us (design-by-us.com)

‘Scarab’ side table, approx £839, 
Gofi (gofi.es)

‘Cinema’ bookends, approx £148 each, 
Schönbuch (schoenbuch.com)  

BIG news
We predicted that chubby furniture would 
be on a roll in our August 2019 issue, and 
the latest voluptuous design on our radar  
is Maison Dada’s ‘Sumo’ chair. Echoing the 
stature of the iconic Japanese wrestlers, its 
squat, padded legs, curved backrest and 
ample seat will bring sensuous comfort 
and a joyful presence to any space. 
Approx £4,165 (maisondada.com).

Table manners
The beautifully crafted ‘Jethro’ 
table and bench ( below) are the 
latest pieces by designer-maker 
Sarah Kay. With a fine cabinet-
making background, Kay’s passion 
for woodworking and classic 
joinery techniques is apparent  
in the pair’s subtle features – 
tenon joints wedged with walnut, 
chamfered legs for a refined 
silhouette and walnut peg details 
on each end – making them designs 
to admire from every angle. ‘Jethro’ 
bench, £1,530; medium table, 
£2,610, both SCP (scp.co.uk).
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LEADING LIGHT
British lighting stalwart Original BTC  
is celebrating its 30th anniversary by 
releasing a special edition of its ‘Hector’ 
lamp, the first design produced in bone 
china, and which now sports a satin brass 
stem and black cotton cord. Here are 
three things you should know about it:

Its bone china shade is made  
in a Stoke-on-Trent teapot  
factory. When founder Peter 

Bowles first approached the manager  
to make light shades, the unusual 
request was met with bafflement, but  
its success soon proved that Bowles  
was definitely onto something.

The cord was borrowed from  
an iron. Not satisfied with the 
plastic flex commonly used  

for lamps at the time, Bowles 
improvised and snipped off the  
cotton braided cord from the family  
iron and used that instead.

Each lamp passes 
through the 
hands of 10 

skilled craftspeople 
over the course of its 
16-day manufacturing 
process. And when the 
Stoke factory was faced with 
closure, Original BTC took  
it on, along with all its staff, 
championing UK production 
in the process. ‘Hector 30’ 
table lamp, £185 
(originalbtc.com).  

ONE TO TREASURE 
Conceived in 2005, Established & Sons  
Limited is the studio offshoot of the brand  
that commissions leading designers (such  
as Committee and Barber Osgerby) to create 
exclusive editions that elevate design into the 
realm of collectable art. At the recent Nomad 
design fair in Switzerland’s St Moritz, it 
presented new pieces including the ‘Objects  
of Desire’ vases by Liselotte Watkins ( left),  
a Swedish fashion illustrator who has worked 
for Prada and Diptyque. Her boldly coloured, 
stylised patterns are painted onto shapely 
vintage Italian ceramics, making each one 
unique. From £9,136 (establishedandsons.com).
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For its very first stand-alone 
showroom in the capital, Fritz Hansen 
has settled on the design district  
of Clerkenwell. Situated on vibrant 
Cowcross Street, the showroom is spread over two floors in a warehouse-style 
space; the ground floor is divided into intimate zones and seating areas, with leafy 
plants, artwork and accessories dotted throughout, while downstairs a larger area 
showcases practical and stylish workspace set-ups. It’s an approach the brand 
borrowed from its recently refurbished headquarters just outside Copenhagen’s 
city centre, which combines functional office space with cosy areas for socialising 
and relaxing. Iconic designs by Arne Jacobsen and Poul Kjærholm, as well as 
contemporary pieces by Jaime Hayon and Nendo, sit against backdrops of 
caramel and powder pink at the showroom, giving a glimpse of how they might 
look in a home setting. There’s also a chance to see recently relaunched archive 
designs by Paul McCobb, new lighting and accessories (fritzhansen.com).

 DEST INAT ION STORE  
FRITZ HANSEN
The Danish maker of design 
classics has set up a permanent 
home in London
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How would you describe your design 
aesthetic? In all my work, I try to find the 
middle ground between familiar and new.
What inspired your new pieces for De 
La Espada? I have lived in Brooklyn for 

more than 20 years. Most of the residential neighbourhoods comprise 
three- or four-storey townhouses, known as brownstones. The 
majority were built between 1890 and 1920, and originally intended as 
family homes, but after the Great Depression they were converted into 
apartments. Now many are being turned back into single homes. As a 
result, these buildings tend to be a mash-up of early 20th-century details 
and 21st-century design. I love the juxtaposition of old and new, and used 
that as the inspiration for the collection [see Carlton bed, below].
How did working with the brand influence your ideas? De La 
Espada focuses on ‘a place to eat, rest, sleep and work’. This mantra 
was the driving force behind the product selection. My 
collection includes pieces for all four activities.
Which piece are you most proud of ? All of them!  
I have a couple of ‘Classon’ cabinets in my home already, 
and I would definitely have a use for some of 
the bedside tables (delaespada.com).  

 5 MINUTES WITH… 

JASON MILLER
The American designer on his  
latest launches for Portuguese 
furniture brand De La Espada

Earn your STRIPES
The ‘Sediment’ side tables ( below) by 
Hamburg-based design agency Studio 
Besau-Marguerre appear to be made from 
two different types of marble. But look closer 
and you’ll see the tops are crafted from single 
slabs of stone, with the striped pattern 
created by alternating honed and polished 
finishes. From £930 ( favius.de).

PLANT-
BASED 
EATING
A lush and vibrant celebration of 
the vegetation that protects our 
ecosystem, the ‘Passifolia’ range 
by Hermès takes diners on a 
riotous adventure through exotic 
flora via coffee cups, side plates, 
platters, bowls and vases. Each 
piece features a different plant  
or composition – some display  
a single palm leaf, while tangles 
of flowers scroll across others. 
Each botanical illustration  
has been painted by Nathalie 
Rolland-Huckel, an artisan who 
collaborates exclusively with  
the design house. From £85 for  
a soy sauce dish (hermes.com).

Jason Miller ‘Carlton’ bed, from £5,214, De La Espada (delaespada.com) 


